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FOREWORD
The homelessness review has covered a period when there have
been significant changes to welfare and support services.
The next 5 years look likely to continue in the same vain. The
Government believes that an improving economy will mean better
paid jobs which will help reduce the number of working people being
drawn into the benefits system. Critics of Government policy are
concerned that the far reaching benefit cuts announced in the July
(2015) budget are going to make it more difficult for people to keep a
roof over their head.

Councillor David Taylor
Cabinet Portfolio Holder for
Housing and Public Health

There can be no doubt that households on low incomes are more
susceptible to homelessness, and proposed welfare changes for
young people, certain families and for people with a qualifying
disability will provide challenges to homelessness services in Amber
Valley.
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INTRODUCTION
The Council has contracted out its homelessness, housing advice and housing register/allocations service
to Futures Homescape Limited. The current contract will run until March 2018 with an option to extend
the contract for a further 2 years. The Council has retained the strategic responsibility for the homelessness
service and also closely monitors the service delivery of the homelessness and housing advice contract.
The Homelessness Act 2002 requires local housing authorities to review homelessness in their area and
publish a strategy on how they would address the needs of those at risk of becoming homeless. The strategy
must apply to everyone at risk of homelessness, not just people who may fall within a priority need group for
the purposes of Part 7 of the Housing Act 1996. Amber Valley’s most recent homelessness strategy covered
the period from 2012 to 2015. This strategy has been developed through reviewing the previous strategy
period, recognising which services have been successful and identifying areas that will require further action.

CORPORATE IMPROVEMENT PLAN 2015 – 2018

HOUSING STRATEGY

HOMELESSNESS STRATEGY
EMPTY PROPERTY STRATEGY
TENANCY STRATEGY
OLDER PERSONS HOUSING PLAN

FUEL POVERTY STRAEGY
PRIVATE SECTOR HOUSING PLAN
HOUSING RENEWAL AND ADAPTATIONS POLICY

This Homelessness Strategy is part of a number of housing related strategies and policies that link into the
Corporate Improvement Plan 2015 – 2018 (CIP) through the Housing Strategy.
The vision for the CIP is to make Amber Valley a Borough where people want to live, work, play and invest.
The corporate plan focuses on three priorities that will help achieve that vision, most notably, in this context, a
prosperous and healthy Amber Valley. Long term outcomes include people in Amber Valley living longer and in
good health, and the effects of poverty being mitigated and those most at risk being supported. The actions set
out in the homelessness strategy are aimed at reducing homelessness and improving homelessness services
both of which will help deliver the community outcomes identified within the CIP.
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The Council published its last homelessness strategy in 2012. The strategy highlighted the challenges
faced by proposed changes to the welfare system and the impact it would have on housing related services
generally and the homelessness service in particular. A housing recession action plan was produced to help
deal with the perceived challenges.
More welfare reforms, and changes to housing related support services will provide further challenges to the
Council’s homelessness service. Welfare reforms announced in the Chancellors July (2015) budget include:
•	No automatic housing benefit for 18 to 21 year olds
•	Freeze working age benefits for four years
•	Child tax credits restricted to two children by 2017
• Benefits capped at £20,000
•	Cuts to employment and support allowance payments for new claimants deemed capable of
		 ‘work related activity’
The full implication of what the reforms mean for people in Amber Valley will be realised over the strategy
period and it is likely that services will have to be adapted to meet specific needs.
The ongoing reduction in housing support services previously funded through Derbyshire County Council’s
‘supporting people’ programme will continue to have an impact on homelessness services provided in Amber
Valley.
The process for reductions in support services started in January 2014 and although short term additional
funding allowed some services to continue beyond what was originally proposed, the floating support service
for the over 25 year olds will come to an end in September 2015. The impact of what this will mean for
homelessness applicants in Amber Valley will be closely monitored and partners will have to work closely
together to ensure that vulnerable people are continually supported albeit in a different way.
Other support services, have either had additional funding that has enabled the service to be continued for
a limited period (e.g. the Arbor project), reduced the amount of service provision available (e.g. SAFE) or
different funding streams have been found (e.g. Domestic Abuse Services).
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1 PROFILE OF AMBER VALLEY
The borough of Amber Valley covers an area of over 265 square kilometres, comprising of a mixture of rural
communities and villages as well as four market towns, Ripley, Alfreton, Heanor and Belper. It has the largest
district authority population in Derbyshire; the 2011 census showed 122,309 usual residents occupying 52,596
households.

TABLE 1 | TENURE IN AMBER VALLEY
This hows the breakdown in the tenure of households in the borough as collated by the 2011 census.
Compared to the 2001 census owner occupation has reduced by 2% whereas the reliance on privately rented
accommodation has increased by 7%.

Social rented 13%

Private rented 13%

Owner occupied (mortgage) 36%

Homes owned outright 38%

Amber Valley has an ageing population; this can be seen in the household breakdown where only 27%
(14455) of households contain dependent children. In fact there are more single person households (28%,
14658) and almost 23% of all households consist of individuals who are all aged 65 or over.
Only 4321 (3.5%) residents reported through the 2011 census not to be of white-British origin.
80% of Amber Valley residents are economically active, compared to 77.3% nationally, whilst 11.2% are
dependent on welfare benefit which is slightly less than the national average of 12.5%. The average weekly
gross pay of a full time worker in Amber Valley is £488.40, which is over £30 less than the national average
of £520.20. Consequently whilst unemployment in the borough is relatively low, earnings are also lower when
compared with the UK as a whole.
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TABLE 2 | AVERAGE HOUSING COSTS JUNE 2015
Social rented
Weekly

Monthly

1 bed

£83.24

£360.70

2 bed

£94.73

3 bed
4 bed

Privately rented
Weekly

Monthly

Local housing
allowance

Approx average pay

Average
price to
purchase
in Derbyshire

Weekly

Monthly

Weekly

Monthly

£369

£84.75

£367.25

£410.50

£475

£103.56

£448.75

£99.99

£433.29

£550

£117.70

£510.07

£109.39

£474.02

£155.30

£672.96

Net:
£391.48
Gross:
£488.40

£99,969
Net:
£1696.42 £130,947
Gross:
£190,635
£2116.40 £329,742

£58.82

£254.88

Shared room rate

Source: Pricing data from residential analyst Hometrack and www.home.co.uk, Futures, AVBC Housing Benefit.

1.1 WELFARE REFORM/ LEGISLATION CHANGES OVER REVIEW PERIOD
The Welfare Reform Act 2012 (WRA 2012) brought with it a number of cuts and changes which have directly
impacted on many residents of Amber Valley. At present around 698 claimants in Amber Valley are affected
by the removal of the spare room subsidy, consequently they are subject to either a 14% or 25% reduction
in housing benefit as a result of having an additional bedroom in their home which they are deemed not to
need. These households could have real difficulties in meeting rent payments as a result. There are around
20 households affected by the £26,000 “Benefit cap” in Amber Valley, the number of claims affected will rise
significantly when the cap is lowered to £20,000 as has been ordered by the Government.
The WRA 2012 also extended the shared accommodation Local Housing Allowance rate from those aged
25 years to 35 years from January 2012. This restricts those under 35 claiming housing benefit to living in
shared housing and can cause a number of social issues and difficulties for this group, such as fathers who
are separated from but have contact with their children or people vulnerable to drug or alcohol abuse. This has
also led to an increase in the demand for shared houses or Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMO). Fortunately
organisations such as Derventio, and projects such as First Steps (managed by FHL) have been able to
provide accommodation that meets some of this need. HMO’s can be difficult to manage and there is an
increased risk of anti-social behaviour within such households.
Amber Valley’s Discretionary Housing Payment (DHP) budget and costs, as well as the numbers of
households relying on such payments have risen over recent years as a result of welfare reform, as
demonstrated in table 3.

TABLE 3 | AVBC DISCRETIONARY HOUSING PAYMENT BUDGET AND AWARDS
Year

Total budget

Central Government
Contribution

Number awarded

2010

£51,245

£20,498

87

2011

£93,995

£37,598

79

2012

£201,783

£80,713

91

2013

£435,563

£174,225

222

2014

£442,068

£176,827

549

2015

£388,016

£155,207

129 by 25.6.15
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Discretionary Housing Payments can be made to anyone who applies and has a shortfall between their actual
rent and housing benefit award, this includes people affected by the benefit cap, spare room subsidy and
reductions in local housing allowance. These payments are a vital mechanism to prevent homelessness due to
inability to afford rent payments for many households in Amber Valley.
Whilst welfare reform does not seem to have had a significant and direct impact on homelessness applications
as yet, anecdotal evidence from agencies such as SALCARE suggests that there is an increase on reliance on
food banks and other such support which points to deepening levels of poverty.
The Localism Act 2011 has given local authorities more flexibility as to which households are placed on
the housing register, particularly in terms of local connection. This could give housing associations more
freedom to exclude and refuse more difficult households, who are indeed at a greater risk of homelessness.
In addition the section 193(2) duty to secure accommodation has been modified in that it can be brought to an
end with an offer of suitable accommodation in the private rented sector. This ultimately means that homeless
households can be placed in less secure and less permanent homes, which could increase their risk of repeat
homelessness. Indeed there has been a noticeable rise in homeless applications made as a result of losing
Assured Shorthold tenancies. However this change also gives homeless households greater flexibility and can
significantly increase the chances and speed at which they can be rehoused
1.2 THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK/ HOMELESSNESS DEFINITIONS
Under the Homelessness Act 2002 local housing authorities must have a strategy for preventing
homelessness in their district. The strategy must apply to everyone at risk of homelessness, not just people
who may fall within a priority need group for the purposes of Part 7 of the Housing Act 1996 (HA 1996). Part
7 duties are owed only to those whom a local housing authority is satisfied are either ‘homeless’ or ‘threatened’
with homelessness.
1.2.1 HOMELESS
A person is defined as homeless if they:
•	Have no accommodation physically available to them in the UK or elsewhere
•	Have no accommodation they are legally able to occupy
•	Have accommodation which is available but cannot secure entry to it
•	Have accommodation that is a moveable structure and there is no place to put it and reside in it.
•	Have accommodation, but that accommodation is not reasonable to continue to occupy.
1.2.2 THREATENED WITH HOMELESS
Most homeless applications are made by people who are ‘threatened with homelessness’. Threatened with
homelessness means that the applicant is likely to be homeless within 28 days. Within the ‘homelessness
code of guidance’ local authorities are advised not to wait for homelessness to be imminent before providing
assistance.
1.2.3 RELIEVING HOMELESSNESS
Authorities are encouraged to take steps to relieve homelessness in cases where someone has been found to
be homeless but is not owed a duty to secure accommodation under the homelessness legislation.
1.2.4 PREVENTING HOMELESSNESS
Homelessness prevention means supporting and providing people with the ways and means to address their
housing and other needs to avoid homelessness.
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1.2.5 DUTY OF LOCAL AUTHORITY
The main homelessness duty is owed to applicants who are eligible, unintentionally homeless and in priority
need for assistance. In this instance, if the applicant has a local connection to Amber Valley (where relevant)
a duty is owed to provide temporary accommodation until reasonable permanent accommodation is secured.
In cases where the applicant is not deemed to be in priority need, there is only a legal duty to provide
general housing advice and assistance, although there is of course a power to help the applicant to secure
accommodation using tools such as the Rent Deposit Guarantee Scheme. If the applicant is in priority need
but intentionally homeless an additional duty exists to provide temporary accommodation for at least 28 days.
1.2.6 SECTION 184 DECISIONS
The Local authority has a legal obligation to inform the applicant in writing of its decision, and what, if any, duty
is owed. This notification is known as a section 184 decision.
1.2.7 PRIORITY NEED, AND NON-PRIORITY
Homelessness legislation states that a duty to accommodate is only owed by local authorities to homeless
households who are vulnerable and/ or fall into priority need categories. Such vulnerabilities include having
dependent children, being homeless as a result of fleeing domestic violence, and being vulnerable as a result
of mental illness. Local authorities can exercise their power to assist households into accommodate who are
deemed to be non-priority, however they only have a duty to offer advice and assistance.
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2 REVIEW OF HOMELESSNESS IN AMBER VALLEY
2011/2012 – 2014/2015
Statutory homeless figures must be read with some caution, as there is much more of an emphasis on
problem solving and homelessness prevention rather than just assisting households in housing need through
the formal statutory route. Consequently official figures relating to S.184 decisions show only part of a much
larger process. Whilst, the homelessness review has certainly involved looking at raw data; further information
has been gained by using methods such as consulting with partners and providers. This has allowed a fuller
analysis and explanations have been provided based on a wide range of information which should be viewed
in the context of service outcome.

TABLE 4 | NUMBER OF APPROACHES
Total number of approaches for homelessness advice and assistance.

Source: P1E

Table 4 illustrates that homelessness approaches have increased by approximately 22% since 2010. Whilst
the number of approaches has increased significantly in the last year this in part is due to taking a proactive
approach in dealing with peoples housing situations. When people are registering for social housing,
FHL ‘Home options’ staff are recognising potential homeless situations and making early referrals to the
homelessness team who then determine whether a formal homelessness application should be taken and
what duties, if any, are owed as well as to offer various housing options. The homelessness service is now
able to offer assistance to more people considered to be non-priority need, who in the past may not have
approached the service.
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TABLE 5 | NUMBER OF DECISIONS, ACCEPTANCES AND PREVENTIONS

Source: P1E

The increase in section 184 decisions as well as acceptances of the main homeless duty in 2014/15 is
proportionate to the general increase in numbers of approaches made by homeless applicants. Recorded
preventions have remained consistently high despite the challenges posed due to funding cuts and welfare
reform.
Homelessness in individual areas does fluctuate from year to year and larger urban areas generate the
greatest numbers of homelessness approaches. By comparing last year’s homelessness figures with the
previous year’s figures and the figures from the final year of the previous homelessness review it illustrates
that whilst there has been an overall increase in homelessness approaches it is not confined to an increase in
one area but is spread across the borough.
However significantly more applicants are presenting as having no fixed address or from ‘care of’ addresses.
This is an area that will require further study as to the extent of this ‘hidden homeless’ issue.
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TABLE 6 | AREA SOURCE OF HOUSING AND HOMELESSNESS APPROACHES: 2010/11, AT THE END OF
THE LAST STRATEGY PERIOD
Out of area 133

Alfreton 60
Heage/Ambergate/Nether Heage 10
Belper/Milford 72
Codnor/Waingroves 26
Crich/Fritchley 4
Duffield/Kirk Langley/Holloway 8
Heanor/Loscoe 77
South Wingfield 8
Ironville/Riddings 22
Kilburn/Denby/Holbrook 23
Langley Mill/Langley 53
Marlpool 6
Ripley/Marehay 63
Shipley/Horsley/Horsley Woodhouse/Smalley 8
Somecotes/Leabrooks 80
Swanwick 12
No fixed address/care of address 9
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TABLE 7 | AREA SOURCE OF HOUSING AND HOMELESSNESS APPROACHES: 2014/2015
Out of area 130

Alfreton 59
Heage/Ambergate/Nether Heage 7
Belper/Milford 54
Codnor/Waingroves 20
Crich/Fritchley 2
Duffield/Kirk Langley/Holloway 5
Ironville/Riddings 33
Kilburn/Denby/Holbrook 14
Langley Mill/Langley 53
Heanor/Loscoe 91
Marlpool 7
Ripley 81
Shipley/Horsley/Horsley Woodhouse 6
Somecotes/Leabrooks 48
South Wingfield 8
Swanwick 8
No fixed address/care of address 155
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TABLE 8 | BREAKDOWN OF HOMELESSNESS DECISIONS

Source: P1E

Table 8 shows where the increase in type of decisions, and therefore duty owed, has occurred in 2014/15
compared to the previous three years. Whilst acceptances of full duty and not homeless decisions have
increased at a relatively proportionate rate compared to the large increases in approaches for assistance
(around double), the numbers of non-priority need decisions has almost tripled.
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TABLE 9 | AGE BREAKDOWN OF ALL ELIGIBLE, UNINTENTIONALLY HOMELESS AND PRIORITY NEED
APPLICANTS IN AMBER VALLEY

Table 9 shows that most applications are led by adults aged between 25-44, which would largely include
parents of dependent children. Whilst there have not been any approaches made by 16 and 17 year olds
to the housing authority during the review period it should not be inferred that homelessness is not an issue
for this group in Amber Valley. The legal requirement under the ‘Children Act’ means that most people under
18 years of age are the responsibility of DCC ‘Children’s Services’ although it is recognised that housing
authorities should provide assistance if requested.
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TABLE 10 | ELIGIBLE, UNINTENTIONALLY HOMELESS AND IN PRIORITY NEED PER 1000
HOUSEHOLDS ACROSS DERBYSHIRE
2011/2012

2012/2013

2013/2014

2014/2015

No.

Per 1000

No.

Per 1000

No.

Per 1000

No.

Per 1000

Amber Valley

53

0.25

61

0.28

64

0.29

117

0.55

Erewash

36

0.19

45

0.22

26

0.13

32

0.16

South Derbyshire

87

0.59

76

0.48

76

0.48

59

0.36

Derby

166

0.41

169

0.41

316

0.75

278

0.67

Derbyshire Dales

38

0.32

32

0.26

69

0.56

60

0.48

22

0.14

41

0.26

28

0.18

Figures incomplete

0.19

North East
Derbyshire

25

0.11

19

0.11

8

0.05

Figures incomplete

0.11

Chesterfield

95

0.52

80

0.42

100

0.53

113

0.6

Bolsover

54

0.42

50

0.38

30

0.22

40

0.3

England

50290

0.57

53770

0.6

52320

0.58

54610

0.6

High Peak

Table 10 shows that in comparison to other Derbyshire authorities Amber Valley neither has the highest nor
lowest proportion of acceptances per 1000. However over recent years whilst the numbers of acceptances has
generally decreased in the majority of other authorities, they have increased in Amber Valley. The reasons for
this considerable change are not clear and require further investigation.
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TABLE 11 | ELIGIBLE, UNINTENTIONALLY HOMELESS AND IN PRIORITY NEED PER 1000 HOUSEHOLDS
ACROSS DERBYSHIRE

It is recognised that particular groups are more susceptible to becoming homeless than others. Table 11 does
however clearly demonstrate that lone parents with dependent children still form the largest number of priority
need homelessness groups.
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TABLE 12 | BREAKDOWN OF PRIORITY NEED CATEGORIES

Whilst Table 12 shows that the vast majority of the priority need reasons of accepted applications are from
families with dependent children, it is possible that many of these applications can and do fall into several of
the categories, although this is hidden by the way that only one reason is provided for recording purposes.
Priority need as a result of fleeing violence, remains a major category and is consistent with the high incidence
of figures relating to reasons for homelessness.
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TABLE 13 | REASONS FOR HOMELESSNESS- WHERE THE MAIN DUTY HAS BEEN ACCEPTED
2014/2015
2013/2014
2012/2013
2011/2012

Table 13 demonstrates how the causes for homelessness in Amber Valley follow a similar trend over time.
Violent relationship breakdown remains the most common reason for becoming homeless in the borough.
Derbyshire County Council report that the number of domestic abuse crimes has increased in Derbyshire in
the last five years and now accounts for one in 10 of all crimes in the county and more than half of all violent
crime. This is a cause which is likely to factor highly in all future homelessness figures because it will nearly
always be preferable to protect victims of domestic abuse by finding alternative accommodation rather than
looking at other methods of homelessness prevention such as using Domestic Violence Protection Orders.
Derbyshire County Council spends around £1.5m on domestic abuse services annually working alongside a
range of partner organisations to offer short-term accommodation for vulnerable residents. Last year (2014/15)
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services throughout the county supported 273 households providing advice and refuge for 330 women, 321
children and 10 men. The county council has made considerable changes to the amount of refuge and refuge
support services that it funds and the consequences of this will be realised during the strategy period and
monitored closely to ensure services are effective.
The most substantial change over the review period is the increase in numbers of households becoming
homeless as a result of loss of assured shorthold tenancies. This is also echoed in nationally reported figures.
The private rented sector has become a popular tenure option which has grown considerably in recent years
and is relatively easy to access. For some, the downside of the private rented sector is the lack of security and
regulation. Legislation is being introduced that will make retaliatory evictions (used when tenants have tried to
complain about repairs etc) more difficult although this may have the consequence of making landlords less
inclined to offer accommodation to more vulnerable households. The council will need to ensure that tenants
of private rented accommodation can readily access good quality advice and assistance in situations where
landlords are acting unfairly and in some cases unlawfully.
In the previous strategy it was expected that both rent arrears and mortgage arrears would lead to
substantially more homelessness applications when quite clearly this has not been the case. There
have been many initiatives that have been put in place that clearly have had a positive effect. The
council must however not become complacent in assuming that mortgage and rent arrears no longer
pose a risk and support services targeted at these areas still need to be maintained.
2.1 NON PRIORITY HOMELESSNESS
The statistics show that there has been a sharp rise in the number of non- priority decisions. In cases where
homelessness applicants are considered to be non-priority a real difference in causes of homelessness can
be seen. In the majority of cases people are recorded as being homeless due to parents, relatives or friends
being no longer willing to accommodate, or non- violent relationship breakdown. This would suggest that most
non-priority need homelessness cases are single people who have little or no security of tenure and whose
housing options are limited. This particular group will also have difficulties compounded if welfare reforms such
as limiting those who can receive housing benefit support are implemented.
In May 2015 the Supreme Court made a landmark ruling that will change the way single homeless people
are assessed as being vulnerable and whether they should be considered priority need or not. Up until the
ruling, councils assessed potentially vulnerable people by comparing them with a so called ‘ordinary homeless
person’. This led to situations in which single homeless people suffering with depression and suicidal thoughts
were deemed not vulnerable because an ordinary homeless person might be expected to suffer from those
problems. The new ruling has stated that councils should assess the needs of single homeless people
comparing them with an ‘ordinary person’ rather than another homeless person.
The outcome of the ruling will undoubtedly mean more single homelessness people will be considered priority
and will therefore have a full housing duty owed to them.
2.2 PREVENTING AND RELIEVING HOMELESSNESS IN AMBER VALLEY
The numbers of applications where positive action results in homelessness being prevented by far outweigh
the number which transpire into outcomes in which the main duty is accepted. Indeed over the review period
on average 58% of all applications resulted in a ‘not homeless’ S.184 decision. This is largely on account of
positive action being taken to prevent people losing their home, or alternative accommodation being found
immediately, preventing a duty arising. Amber Valley also has a strong record over the review period of
exercising its power to relieve homelessness in cases where no duty is owed, such as in non-priority cases.
As numbers of applications increase, and resources reduce it will be more and more difficult to prevent and
relieve homelessness outside of the statutory duty owed, however Amber Valley remains committed to such a
task.
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TABLE 14 | CAUSES OF HOMELESSNESS IN CASES WHERE THE APPLICANT IS ASSESSED AS NOT
BEING IN PRIORITY NEED 2014/15

Non violent relationship breakdown 20%

Mortgage reposession/rent arrears 5%
Other reason e.g homeless in an emergency 21%

Termination/loss off assured
shorthold tenancies 15%

Parents/relatives/friends no
longer accommodating 34%
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TABLE 15 | SUCCESSFUL HOMELESSNESS PREVENTION MECHANISMS WHERE APPLICANT WAS
ABLE TO REMAIN IN THE HOME
2014/2015
2013/2014
2012/2013
2011/2012

Table 15 shows that the combination of mediation and conciliation are consistently the most successful
methods used to maintain accommodation. These are in cases where applicants reside with friends or family
in potentially unstable situations with no security of tenure. They remain or become homeless at the whim of
the head of the household. However the statistics show that these situations are also the most possible to
resolve, at least short term, with positive intervention. The numbers of preventions recorded as successful
due to debt advice has reduced; it is likely that this is a result of an increase in availability of debt advice from
DDCAB, and FHL which have prevented homeless applications being made in the first place for such issues.
Only one incident of homelessness has been reported as being prevented through use of financial payments
from the homelessness prevention fund. Some work is to be undertaken to review and improve the use of
such payments. There has been a steady reporting of prevention through negotiation and legal advocacy; such
successes are likely to increase as a result of AVBC supporting the work of DHA, and DLC in Amber Valley
and closer relationships between such agencies and FHL.
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TABLE 16 | MECHANISMS USED TO ACCESS ALTERNATIVE ACCOMMODATION TO PREVENT/ RELIEVE
HOMELESSNESS
2014/2015
2013/2014
2012/2013
2011/2012

Table 16 demonstrates the significant shift towards supporting applicants to access hostels and placements
in houses of multiple occupation. This is largely due to closer working with providers and changes in housing
benefit and local housing allowance entitlements. Furthermore there has been an increase in the number of
units provided by agencies, such as Derventio. Private rented sector accommodation is used more and more
frequently to prevent and relieve homelessness, acquired both with and without landlord incentive schemes.
Amber Valley’s landlord incentive, the Rent Deposit Guarantee Scheme, is to be reviewed to improve its
uptake and success. There has been a reduction in the use of supported housing due to a general fall in
funding and therefore the availability of units.
By minimising the number of repeat applications the Council is able to demonstrate that a homelessness
applicant’s housing situation has been resolved for the long term. Within the homelessness and housing
advice contract there is a target that less than 5% of new homelessness applicants should have made an
earlier homeless application within the previous 2 years.
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2.3 REPEAT HOMELESSNESS
TABLE 17 | CASES OF REPEAT HOMELESSNESS
2011/2012

2012/2013

2013/2014

2014/2015

Number of homelessness
applications

216

242

227

452

Number of cases of repeat
homelessness
applications over a 2 year
period

5

0

7

22

Percentage of repeat
homelessness cases over
a 2 year period

2

0

3

5

Although the number of repeat homelessness cases has risen considerably in 2014/15 this may be due to
several reasons, More people are choosing private rented accommodation which is a less secure form of
tenure to social rented accommodation, more single people with ‘chaotic’ lifestyles are being rehoused and
these are more likely to face homelessness situations again, more non-priority need cases are being found
accommodation and they are often from more transient groups who may need assistance on more than one
occasion. In Amber Valley all these are likely to have an impact on repeat homelessness and work is required
to ensure the numbers of repeat homelessness are kept to a minimum.
2.4 TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
There are different types of temporary accommodation used in connection with homelessness.
2.4.1 BED AND BREAKFAST
As a last resort, which normally means outside office hours or at very short notice, bed and breakfast
accommodation is used as emergency accommodation. Legally, bed and breakfast accommodation is deemed
not to be suitable for applicants with family commitments, unless no other accommodation is available (and
even then for no more than a 6-week period). The Council has been committed to reducing the use of bed and
breakfast and has set a target that no-one should be in bed and breakfast for more than 7 days.

TABLE 18 | BED AND BREAKFAST USE 2011/2012 – 2014/2015
Bed and breakfast

2011/2012

2012/2013

2013/2014

2014/2015

Numbers placed

13

28

33

37

Average length
stayed (days)

2

5

4

3

Total spent (£)

2016

3812

3945

2410

Figures: FHL annual reports
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2.4.2 FHL OWNED TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
Futures Homescape Limited provide 10 units of temporary accommodation that is used mainly for families who
are owed the ‘main housing’ duty. The accommodation is provided as an interim measure before more settled
accommodation can be secured. In April 2013 the Council agreed with Futures that the average length of time
families should be in temporary accommodation should not exceed 6 months. In 2013/14 the average length
of stay in temporary accommodation was 3.5 months and in 2014/15 the average length of stay in temporary
accommodation was 4.75 months.
2.5 OUT OF HOURS HOMELESSNESS
Since 2011 South Derbyshire District Council has been providing the ‘Out of Hours’ homelessness service on
behalf of Amber Valley. The out of hours team will make an assessment of all homelessness applicants, make
referrals to the County Council where appropriate and use emergency accommodation if necessary. Whilst the
service is infrequently called upon for dealing with homeless applications it has proved to be effective when
required, and at an annual cost of £250 the service provides good value for money.
2.6 ROUGH SLEEPING
Rough sleeping figures are created from counts and estimates from single night snapshots of the number of
people sleeping rough in local authority areas. Nationally, official estimates of the numbers of people rough
sleeping have continued to grow. Figures in 2013 were 2744 compared to 1768 in 2010, an alarming
increase of 55%. Amber Valley provides an estimate of the numbers of people rough sleeping in the area
based upon intelligence from local partners such as the Police, accommodation providers and the No Second
Night Out project. An estimate of 2 cases of rough sleeping was provided in 2012, rising to 6 in 2014. The
2015 Homelessness monitor suggests that the possible contributory factors to this increase are the funding
cutbacks to Supporting People and preventative housing related support and services; such cuts have led to
vulnerable groups finding it more difficult to sustain accommodation.
Whilst numbers of people rough sleeping in the borough are relatively low, there is an increasing incidence
in the Derby City area. One of the aims of the No Second Night Out service is to adopt a zero tolerance
approach to rough sleeping and begging in Derby City, this could lead to some of the population to move
to Amber Valley as a neighbouring authority. In addition the statistics show a significant number of people
approaching for housing and homelessness advice with no fixed address or with a “care of” address,
suggesting that there are many more people who fall into the “hidden homeless” category and have the
potential to become a rough sleeper.
2.7 GYPSIES AND TRAVELLERS
There are no official sites for Gypsies and Travellers families in Amber Valley and pitches in other parts of the
county rarely become available.
Although there has not been a homeless application made by a gypsy and traveller family for a number of
years, this may in part be due to the lack of pitches in the area.
In the event of a homeless application being made by a gypsy/ traveller and where it is determined that a duty
is owed, the Council must consider the particular needs of the homeless applicant, including any aversion a
person may have to conventional housing.
An update of the Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation assessment is currently taking place by Derbyshire
County Council and partners. The results of the work will inform policy for providing the allocation of sites for
Gypsies, Travellers and Show People.
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2.8 CARE LEAVERS AND YOUNG PEOPLE
Care leavers and young people aged 16 – 24 fall into a significant risk group in terms of homelessness and
may not always meet the criteria for priority need. Services for young people have changed and reduced over
the review period. The Safe Consortia, for example, which comprises of Adullum and Framework Housing
Associations, has received reduced funding. This has resulted in a reduction in floating support services in
Amber Valley to 20 units, and the closure of its housing project in the Borough. Fortunately Alfred House has
been able to reopen under the management of WALHA. Barnardo’s have been commissioned by Derbyshire
County Council to provide Leaving Care services to young people (16-25) who have been looked after by the
local authority. This includes supporting care leavers into independence and accommodation.
It is important to ensure that during this time of changing service provision that young people do not fall
through the cracks, and so the establishment of clear pathways and joined up working is essential
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3 REVIEW OF KEY HOMELESSNESS SERVICES/
PROJECTS IN AMBER VALLEY
1.1 FUTURES HOMESCAPE (FHL)
FHL are the main registered provider of social housing in the Amber Valley area, as AVBC transferred its
housing stock, and contracted out the homelessness and advice service to them in 2003. The service is
monitored using a number of key performance indicators, many of which have been analysed in other areas of
this review. Other performance indicators over the review period point to successful service delivery, reporting
that:
• 98% of all households receive an appointment in 2 weeks upon request
• 99% of S. 184 decision letters are issued within 33 working days
•	98% of completed questionnaires testify to feeling customer satisfaction with the service they have
received
FHL currently have approximately 6210 properties and they continue to let a healthy number of properties
on an annual basis, most of which are allocated through the Derbyshire Home Options Choice Based Letting
scheme.
TABLE 19 | NUMBERS OF LETS BY FHL, BOTH DIRECT AND USING CBL SYSTEM
2011/2012

2012/2013

2013/2014

2014/2015

563

501

512

507

Source: Locata
Table 20 depicts how more properties are actually allocated in Amber Valley to prevent homelessness rather
than because of having a duty to accommodate as a result of statutory homelessness. Consequently it is clear
that housing stock is largely being used successfully in Amber Valley at an early stage to limit the financial
cost as well as the upset and hardship homelessness can cause to the individuals facing it. However, this
does have a knock on effect to the amount of properties available for allocation to non-homeless households.
In 2012/13 and 2013/14 only 14% of FHL properties were allocated to homeless households, this figure
rose sharply to 21% in 2014/15. FHL launched the Private Sector Leasing scheme in 2013, which allowed
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TABLE 20 | NUMBERS OF ALLOCATIONS OF ACCOMMODATION AS A RESULT OF HOMELESSNESS OR
APPLICANT BEING THREATENED WITH HOMELESSNESS

Source: Locata

households in Amber Valley to access a greater amount of well managed private sector accommodation. 70
properties were let in this way in 2013/14 and 180 were let in 2014/15.
Since September 2013 FHL have used funding from the DCLG to provide units in shared houses with
the purpose of tackling rough sleeping in Amber Valley and Erewash. The First Steps project currently
comprises of 3 properties with a total of 11 rooms. At the time of writing 34 people have been prevented
from homelessness, as the project allows any single adult to access accommodation immediately. Residents
are supported by a Housing Support Assistant who assists with issues such as benefits, money advice and
completing forms. On average residents stay at the project around 6 months before being supported to move
on to permanent accommodation. First steps have achieved success in terms of positive outcomes with only 2
abandonments to date.
FHL also provide a number of other services such as money advice. This project works with those getting into
debt and struggling to manage to pay their rent etc. Last year this service received 49 referrals from homeless
applicants, and 59 from private sector leasing tenants.
3.2 DERBYSHIRE DISTRICTS CITIZENS ADVICE BUREAU
DDCAB are financially supported by AVBC to provide a core service offering free independent advice in areas
such as housing, employment and benefits. AVBC recognises that many people see DDCAB as their first port
of call when in need of housing assistance and currently provides £78,000 to help fund this service throughout
Amber Valley. A further £40,000 is awarded annually though a service level agreement from the Homelessness
Directorate Grant to enable the delivery of a debt advice service.
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TABLE 21 | PERFORMANCE FIGURES SUBMITTED BY DDCAB TO AVBC

Debt
managed

Debt
written off

Financial
gains (e.g.
benefit
maximisation)

2011/2012

£3,011,363

£1,709,24

£1,797,614

3742

14486

16 (2%)

67 (9%)

2012/2013

£4,270,749

£790,693

£79,844

4033

13806

21 (3%)

65 (8%)

2013/2014

£1,814,260

£522,448

£94,689

3764

11491

15 (2%)

77 (12%)

2014/2015

£2,446,227

£990,885

£21,122

3712

14737

29 (3%)

97 (10%)

Total clients
seen (core
and debt
service)

Total
problems
dealt with

Actual
homeless
clients

Threatened
with
homelessness clients

Table 21 clearly demonstrates the sheer volume of Amber Valley residents (around 3% annually) who
approach DDCAB for advice and assistance, and thus its continued popularity and importance. During the
review period DDCAB assisted clients to manage over £11 million of debt, successfully write off a significant
portion of it, and maximise income to reduce debt. More than 10% of the clients seen by DDCAB are homeless
or threatened with homelessness. Through quarterly reporting, many case examples are provided where
intervention has directly prevented the loss of accommodation, pointing to the significance of the service to
tackling homelessness in Amber Valley.
3.3 DIRECT HELP AND ADVICE (DHA) AND DERBYSHIRE LAW CENTRE (DLC)
DHA and DLC provide legal advice on many housing related issues; they also provide court desks at Derby
County Court (DHA) and Chesterfield County Court (DLC). In 2014 DHA provided support for 90 people
from Amber Valley and in Chesterfield County Court DLC supported 71 people from Amber Valley. The Court
Desks provide help, in the form of a specialist legal advisor, to people at their first hearing in a County Court
who have had notice served on them (usually for mortgage or rent arrears). Although there are a number of
outcomes that can result from an initial possession hearing, the aim is to reduce the risk of outright possession
being granted. Both DHA and Derbyshire Law Centre receive a fee for each client they provide assistance for.
The work done by Court desks will often mean that the imminent risk of someone losing their home is averted.
Longer term difficulties still need to be addressed however if sustainable solutions to peoples housing
problems are found. Changes to legal aid mean that many specialist housing advice organisations cannot
provide a complete service on their own to everyone who needs it and there is now a greater need than ever
to work collectively with other organisations. DHA and Derbyshire Law Centre have developed protocols with
housing providers and other support providers and it has been agreed that their services will be expanded to
provide additional advice that will help prevent cases going to Court in the first place and also provide advice
after a court appearance to reduce the risk of suspended orders being breached.
3.4 RENT DEPOSIT GUARANTEE SCHEME
The Rent Deposit Guarantee scheme is managed by FHL on behalf of AVBC; it is funded using the
Homelessness Directorate Grant. The scheme works by providing a guarantee to a landlord that they will be
compensated up to £450 for a period of up to 12 months if they incur any financial loss due to non-payment
of rent or damage caused by the tenant. Consequently the scheme allows potentially homeless households
to access accommodation when they may otherwise not have been able to afford a deposit, and provides
landlords with some financial protection, encouraging them to take tenants they may otherwise have refused.
Properties are inspected by AVBC to ensure that they are of a suitable standard. There are no upfront
costs to AVBC, and the scheme only incurs expenses when tenancies have ultimately been unsuccessful.
Consequently such a scheme is theoretically incredibly valuable and useful to all parties involved, and the
sustainment of concerned tenancies are in everyone’s best interest.
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Whilst the numbers of Rent Deposit Guarantee scheme awards have largely remained consistent across the
review period, they remain well below Amber Valley’s target of 75 per annum. Furthermore the percentage
of tenancies, which were secured through the scheme, being sustained for 12 months has significantly
decreased. Bearing in mind the private rented sector is an essential tool in helping manage housing need and
homelessness and that the scheme should be an important mechanism to secure such accommodation there
is concern about the use and effectiveness of it in its current form. A full review is required to identify whether
improvements can be made to the scheme and whether the target of 75 per annum is realistic.

TABLE 22 | RENT DEPOSIT GUARANTEE SCHEME, NUMBERS AND TENANCY SUSTAINMENT
Numbers awarded

% tenancies sustained
after 12 months

2011/2012

29

70%

2012/2013

59

90%

2013/2014

37

42%

2014/2015

36

55%

Source: RDGS spreadsheet and Performance Indicators provided by FHL

3.5 HOMELESSNESS AWARENESS EDUCATION PROGRAMME
AVBC has supported a homelessness awareness education programme in every school in the Borough
since 2008. This is in line with national best practice as part of the homelessness prevention agenda. The
programme has been delivered in Amber Valley by Broxtowe Youth Homelessness. The most recent contract
expired in April 2015.
The delivery of an awareness programme, which targets 14-16 year olds, allows vital engagement and
increased understanding of the issues prior to, in most cases, leaving the family home. The sessions focus
on providing an explanation as to how homelessness can occur and what the dangers and pitfalls are of
becoming homeless. The programme increases awareness as well as dispels myths as to what support may
and may not be available in situations of homelessness. In addition to providing advice, each student who
attends the programme is also given a resource pack. The figures in table 20 show the volume of students
who have been engaged. A new schools programme will be procured to cover this homelessness strategy
period.

TABLE 23 | EDUCATION PROGRAMME DELIVERY FIGURES
Academic year

Number of sessions delivered

Numbers of students reached

2011/12

63

1264

2012/13

56

1188

2013/14

59

1251

2014/15

52

1142
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3.6 SPEND TO SAVE
The Spend to Save Fund is managed by FHL on behalf of AVBC and is designed to be used in cases where
providing a one off payment can effectively prevent a homeless case escalating. Such payments have
included, transport costs to reconnect a homeless applicant with family and accommodation, and purchasing
a birth certificate. Unfortunately the fund has been largely unused, indeed only one payment has been
requested since 2012. AVBC recognises the importance that such a fund can have in certain circumstances
and so will continue to provide a budget from the Homelessness Directorate Grant. AVBC will work with FHL to
review the way in which the fund is utilized and administered in order to increase its successful use to prevent
homelessness.

TABLE 24 | NO SECOND NIGHT OUT OUTCOMES OF REFERRALS IN AMBER VALLEY MARCH 2013 –
MARCH 2015
Social housing 1
Chevin House 13
Private rented accommodation 2
Private rented accommodation 2
Milestone House 3
Out of area supported accommodation 4
Alfred House 4
Family/previous address 4
Chevin House dispersed units 3
Padley Hotel 3
Failed to take up support/advice only/custody 20
Derventio (shared accommodation) 2
Out of area reconnection 2
Bed and breakfast 2
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3.7 NO SECOND NIGHT OUT (NSNO)
AVBC views the service provided by No Second Night Out as an important aspect of preventing rough
sleeping in Amber Valley. The service has successfully managed to assist many rough sleepers to engage or
re-engage with support services as well as secure accommodation.
The NSNO service received 63 referrals in Amber Valley in the first 2 years of operation, given the perception
that there are relatively low levels of rough sleeping in the borough, this figure is alarmingly high. Table 21
demonstrates how the service managed to secure a positive outcome for more than two thirds of all the
referrals that they received.
The NSNO service was originally funded through Crisis until April 2015. From September 2015 an additional
grant from the DCLG has been obtained which will allow the service to be funded for a further 18 months.
From June 2015 until September 2015 funding for the service has been obtained from Public Health.
3.8 DERVENTIO HOUSING TRUST
The Smartshare project provides 44 bedspaces on a license basis, in Amber Valley in a mixture of 17 2, 3
and 4 bedroom properties to all ages. All of these properties are leased and maintained by Derventio from
private sector landlords. Derventio have a very good relationship with Futures; an officer from Derventio visits
Futures’ offices weekly in order to interview those in need of accommodation. Service users receive weekly
visits from their support workers, and are assisted with a range of issues such as benefits, future housing, and
registering with GP’s. Placements are intended to last up to 2 years, or until a positive move on opportunity
can be accessed. The project reports a 159.76% throughput, which means that they accommodate on average
72 residents annually in Amber valley. Given the characteristics and often difficult lifestyles of the residents,
positive move on outcomes typically stand at around 15-20%. The project is funded by rental income, and also
claims an intensive housing management premium provided by Housing Benefit.
3.9 RIVERSIDE HOUSING GROUP/ENGLISH CHURCHES HOUSING GROUP (ECHG)
Riverside/ ECHG manage the main supported hostel accommodation in Amber Valley, Chevin House. The
hostel provides 12 bedspaces in separate units, and an additional room reserved for immediate access by the
NSNO project. Chevin House has always been a supported housing project, however from September 2015,
Supporting People funding will cease and instead the project will be funded through rent and an intensive
housing management surcharge . Consequently although the hostel will be manned at all times, it will not
provide support to tenants in the same way. This will also mean that residents will have to be of a reduced risk
level and vulnerability compared to previous service users. For example staff report that a number of residents
have had issues with alcohol and novel psychoactive substances over the review period which they have been
able to support and manage, in future however, such applicants may have to be rejected. Riverside/ECHG
also manage an additional 9 dispersed units in Belper comprising of 21 bedspaces.
3.10 AMBITION EAST MIDLANDS
The Ambition East Midlands partnership between P3 Charity, YMCA Derbyshire & The Y was established
in January 2015. The service uses a “housing first model” providing accommodation options and positive
work outcomes for unemployed homeless people aged 18-24 who would not fall into a priority need category
under part VII of the Housing Act 1996 and whose support needs are not appropriately met by other more
mainstream services. In Derbyshire, P3 lease and manage properties long term and in turn let them out
to clients, they also let some of their own stock. This project is a 3 year pilot funded by the Department of
Communities and Local Government based on performance outcomes such as placement sustainability. It
is also funded through rental income with an Intensive Housing Management premium provided by Housing
Benefit. The project initially aims to support 100 service users across Derbyshire during the duration of
the pilot. Service users are provided with tailored and intensive link worker support to access appropriate
accommodation initially and are then supported to sustain their tenancy and to gain skills and confidence
to enter employment, education or volunteering. At the time of writing 56 young people are being supported
by the project in Derbyshire, 7 of which are in Amber Valley. An additional 4 properties, providing 6 units of
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accommodation in 1 and 2 bedroom homes are due to be available in Amber Valley. To date 140 referrals have
been received county wide from housing authorities, probation services, self-referrals and so on.
3.11 ACTION HOUSING, ARBOR PROJECT
Action Housing and Support provide an accommodation-based project for High Risk and Serious Offenders
across Derbyshire. The Arbor project houses and supports 30 High Risk or Serious Offenders at any one time
across the county, in specified properties that have been subject to rigorous checks. The project ensures that
dangerous offenders are able to be released from prison into appropriate accommodation. Once an offender
is placed on Arbor, they are allocated a support worker who visits them on a regular basis. The project has
experienced reduced funding from DCC, therefore Derbyshire district and borough councils, including AVBC
have made contributions in order to secure the provision for 2015/16.
3.12 HOMELESSNESS DIRECTORATE GRANT
In 2002 a ‘ring fenced’ Homelessness grant was introduced and paid to local authorities to assist them in
implementing their homelessness strategies. The homelessness grant is now rolled into the Business Rate
Retention Scheme (BRRS) but to ensure that it is still retained for the prevention of homelessness within
each district authority it remains visible within this. The Homelessness Grant paid to Amber Valley for the
financial year 2015/16 is £76,563.79. The funding is used to meet fixed costs (£28,000) which includes a
contribution towards the housing research and monitoring officer post, the contractual obligations through
the ‘Home Options’ Partnership and the provision of small budgets to support the homelessness prevention
service provided on behalf of the Council through Futures Homescape Limited. The external services that will
be supported using the grant will be for housing advice services provided by Direct Help and Advice (£4,000)
and Derbyshire Law Centre (£15,000), a debt advice project provided by Derbyshire District Citizens Advice
Bureau (£40,000) and a Schools Education Programme (£10,000). The funding includes using homelessness
grant that has been held in reserve through savings made in previous years and will be reduced over the
strategy period when a further review will be undertaken.
3.13 MOVE ON PROTOCOL
A Derbyshire Home Options area Move on Officer ensures the smooth running of the move on protocol. In
Amber Valley the protocol gives residents in supported housing projects assistance to move on to independent
living when they are ready. Methods such as awarding band B priority status to those applicants in supported
accommodation whom it is agreed are ready for independent living and enabling providers to work in
partnership are used to achieve this. In Amber Valley partners signed up to the protocol include Derventio,
Riverside/ECHG, Amber Trust and Derbyshire Wish.
Whilst the Move on protocol has largely been a success in Amber Valley in terms of assisting supported
housing residents to move on to independent tenancies (for example 119 people were successfully moved
on in 2014/15 using the protocol) some barriers and issues exist. The reduction in DAST funded Derbyshire
Directions Service is likely to significantly affect the availability of floating support to those who are moving on
and could increase the risk of tenancy failure. Furthermore as such services are no longer funded by DAST,
they are no longer required to provide statistical information and therefore it will be more difficult to monitor
and ensure that residents are moving on appropriately. Whilst the amount of accommodation for single people
has increased in Amber Valley, it continues to be limited in terms of self-contained affordable social or privately
rented one bedroom tenancies. This leads to people remaining in supported accommodation longer than they
need to and preventing others from accessing it.
3.14 AVBC 2015/16 BUDGET TO SUPPORT HOMELESSNESS SERVICES
In 2015/16 AVBC has received £76800 from DCLG to fund homelessness prevention services. The below
table shows the full picture of anticipated AVBC for homelessness services across the borough.
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TABLE 25 | AVBC 2015/16 BUDGET TO SUPPORT HOMELESSNESS SERVICES
Rent Deposit Guarantee Scheme
Out of hours service (provided by South Derbyshire District Council)

£3,200
£250

Homelessness awareness education programme

£9,800

Debt advice project

£40,000

Spend to save

£2,500

Home options contributions

£12,268

Direct help and advice grant

£4,000

Derbyshire Law Centre grant

£12,000

Homelessness and housing advice contract (FHL)

£205,457.74
£289,475.74
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Work with
landlords to
develop shared
accommodation
that meets the
required housing
standards

Work in
partnership with
Derventio
Housing to
implement the
Room2Share
Scheme

Work with Registered Providers
who are reviewing
their stock profile
to encourage the
redesignation of
suitable
properties

1. Increase in the
supply of
accommodation in
the private rented
sector for single
homeless people

2. Implementation
of the Derventio
Housing
Room2Share
Scheme in Amber
Valley

3. Increase in the
supply of accommodation in
the social rented
sector for single
homeless people

4. Assist people to Provide funding
access supported for bus fares for
accommodation
people to access
supported
accommodation

Identify
opportunities
in new
developments for
one bedroom
accommodation

Action

Objective

10% of all new
affordable development is one
bedroom accommodation

All Registered
Providers are
encouraged to
review age
designated stock

Establish a
referral process
to ensure that
people
approaching the
homeless service
are able to access
accommodation

An additional
house in multiple occupation is
developed in the
Borough

Output

AVBC,
Up to 5 people per
Probation month are
assisted to access
supported
accommodation

AVBC,
Registered
providers,
developers

AVBC,
FHL,
Derventio
Housing

AVBC

Lead
partners
Deadline

Lack of bus fare
is not a barrier to
accessing
accommodation

Additional one
bedroom
accommodation is
developed

Social stock is
used more efficiently

Increased supply
of affordable
accommodation
for single
homeless people

April
2012

April
2015

April
2012

Additional shared January
accommodation
2013
that meets
housing standards
is developed

Outcome

£250 HDG
per annum

Within
existing
resources

Crisis
funding
awarded to
Derventio
housing

Within
existing
resources

Resources

Met. Budget
provided to
probation in 2012,
this was a one of
payment.

In 2014/15 alone 17
one bedroom
properties were
redesignated for
general needs single
people, 39
allocations were
made for one
bedroom
properties through
FHL’s PSL scheme,
and 10% (4) of new
build affordable
properties was for
single people

Met. Scheme
delivered in 2012.
Funding ceased and
was replaced by
Smartshare which
has delivered 17
properties with 44
bedspaces.

Met. FHL through
the First Steps
project has delivered
3 HMO’s with 11
beds, alone

Delivered/met

4 REVIEW OF ACTION PLAN 2011 – 2015
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Procure a
supplier of a
schools’
homelessness
programme

Train two
officers in the use
of mediation skills

7. Incorporate the
use of
mediation skills
into the homeless
service

Undertake
training for front
line workers

Agree and
implement the
Derbyshire
Protocol for 16
and 17 year olds

6. Continue the
homelessness
programme in
Amber Valley
secondary
schools

5. Work with
Social Care and
the multi-agency
team to better
meet the needs of
homeless 16 and
17 year olds

FHL,
Broxtowe
Mediation
Service

AVBC

AVBC,
Amber
Valley
Multi
Agency
Team,
Social
Care

Where
appropriate,
officers use
mediation skills to
deal with
homeless cases

A schools
homelessness
programme is
procured to begin
in September
2012

An agreed
approach by all
statutory
organisations to
meeting the needs
of homeless 16
and 17 year olds

Homeless
officers are better
equipped to
undertake case
work needing a
mediation
approach

Every year 10 or
11 pupil in Amber
Valley will take
part in a schools
programme to
discuss
homelessness

Every 16 or 17
year old will
receive a service
that meets
statutory requirements

May
2012

March
2012

April
2012

Met. 4845 numbers
of students reached
through education
programme

However updated
training required

Training undertaken

Met. Protocol
implemented 2013

£1,400 HDG Met. Mediation
for training
training provided to
two officers all Homelessness
Officers

Approx
£10,000
HDG per
annum
including
resources
for each
pupil

£500 HDG
for training
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Work with
partners to
develop a private
sector leasing
scheme

Establish a Move
On Forum that
involves support
and accommodation providers

9. Increased
communication
between
support and
accommodation
providers to
improve move on
in Amber Valley

10. Develop a
private sector
leasing scheme in
Amber Valley

Monthly contact
with supported
accommodation
projects to identify
move on issues
on a case by case
basis

8. Monitoring of
supported
accommodation to
identify move on
issues

AVBC,
FHL,
Private
Landlords

AVBC,
Accommodation
providers,
Support
providers

AVBC,
FHL,
Accommodation
providers

10 units of accommodation
are managed on
behalf of private
landlords

Move On
Forum established
and meeting on
a regular basis
to co-ordinate
accommodation
and support in the
Borough

50% reduction
in the number of
residents unable
to move on, from
86% to 43% by
Dec 2012

Beginning
March
2012

An increased
June
supply of
2012
affordable
accommodation in
the private rented
sector

Accommodation
March
and support
2012
providers are
working together
to improve the
pathway from
supported
accommodation to
independent living

Improved use of
supported accommodation in
Amber Valley

£10,000
HDG per
annum

Within
existing
resources

Within
existing
resources

Met. FHL developed
PSL scheme 70
properties delivered
in 2013/1 m180 in
2014/15 to date

Met.Move on Forum
was established
and has now been
incorporated into the
Amber Valley
Homelessness and
move on forum

Move on Officer
updates AVBC at
the Amber Valley
Homelessness and
Move on forum. The
target of only 43% of
residents being unable to move on was
missed, however a
significant reduction was achieved
with only 55% of
residents waiting for
a move on opportunity by the end of
2011/12
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Implement the
findings of the
DASH led
research

Research the
journey of people
from Amber Valley
who approach the
homeless service
having fled abuse

Provide a small
fund for
Derbyshire WISH
to administer

11. Improve the
Rent
Deposit
Guarantee
Scheme to
increase its use

12. Understand
the outcomes for
victims in Amber
Valley fleeing
domestic abuse

13. Funding for
replacing key
documentation for
domestic abuse
victims in refuge
accommodation

AVBC,
Derbyshire
WISH

AVBC,
FHL,
Derbyshire
local authorities,
Community
Safety

DASH,
AVBC,
FHL,
Landlords

Up to 15
replacement
certificates can be
purchased

Completion of
research

Increase in RDGS
tenancies to 70
per year from current rate of approx
25

June
2012

Sept
2012

Lack of key
Annually
documentation is
not a barrier to
accessing housing

More complete
understanding of
domestic abuse
services in terms
of where local
victims seek
assistance and
future provision of
services

People approaching the homeless
service are able
to access accommodation in the
private rented
sector that meets
the required
standards

£250 HDG
per annum

Within
existing
resources

Guarantee
budget of
£5,000 per
annum

Funding made
available but not
renewed

Research
completed. However
due to re-commissioning currently
taking place, similar
research may be
required again

Not met. Average of
40 RDGS per
annum have been
provided. Other
ways of accessing
private rented
accommodation
have been
developed and
improved, such as
the Derventio
service. Further
review and
improvements of
RDGS to take place

Ensure that independent legal advice
is available by supporting Derbyshire
Law Centre, and Direct Help and
Advice (DHA). DDCAB is supported to
provide debt advice

Review and improve RDGS. Consulta- AVBC,
tions with landlords. Potential visits to FHL
tenants to provide support and assistance

2. Loss of
tenancies, both in
the private rented
and social rented
sector, through
possession
proceedings are
kept to a minimum

3. Increase
effectiveness of
Rent
Deposit
Guarantee
Scheme

AVBC,
DHA,
DLC,
DDCAB

AVBC,
FHL,
Community
Safety,
Derbyshire
Wish,
DCC

Continue to work in partnership with
key services such as Community safety. Monitor support services for victims
of domestic abuse to ensure that they
remain effective. Remain committed to
providing support and accommodation
that is in the best interests of the victim
regardless of local connection

1. Protecting and
supporting victims
of domestic abuse
is a priority.

Lead
partners

Action

Objective

Quarterly
report to show
increase in
numbers of
RDGS issued
as well as
an increased
percentage of
households
who have used
the RDGS
remain in the
accommodation for at least
12 months.

Quarterly
reports
received from
partners
relating to
performance

Every victim
of domestic
abuse who
approaches the
authority for
assistance are
supported and
accommodated
appropriately

Measures

Larger numbers of households using the
private rented
sector to resolve/prevent
their homelessness situation,
and sustaining
accommodation.

Fewer
possession
hearings and
fewer
possession
orders, less
debt for tenant

Victims of
domestic
abuse who
approach the
authority for
assistance
receive a
seamless and
high quality
service

Outcome

Current RDGS
reviewed and
improved by
April 2016.

Ongoing

Ongoing

Deadline

Within existing
resources.

Resources
made available
through HDG

Within existing
resources

Resources
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Ensure that households are moved on
as early as possible from hostel/
temporary accommodation/ refuge to
ensure that emergency
accommodation other than B&B is
available. Continue hosting Amber
Valley homelessness and move on
forum

6. Homeless
households are
only placed in
B&B as a last
resort

AVBC,
FHL,
ECHG
Riverside,
Wish

Improve casework and partnership
AVBC,
working to ensure that applicants are
FHL, all
able to access appropriate
partners
accommodation at the earliest
opportunity. Implement and review
pathways and protocols with partners
as appropriate. Continue hosting
Amber Valley homelessness and move
on forum. Regularly map service
provision and maintain close links with
partners. Review and improve how
Spend to Save budget is used.
Continue with procedures to reduce
move on issues

5. Reduced
numbers of
households
having to face
actual homeless
situations

AVBC,
FHL.

Further Develop PSL scheme to increase numbers of properties
available. Continue to work with
private landlords and letting agents to
support and encourage creation and
sustainment of tenancies in good
quality accommodation. Use
enforcement powers when properties
and tenancies are not maintained to
an acceptable standard. Continue to
work with owners of empty homes to
bring properties back into use

4. Increase
access to the
private rented
sector

Increased
proportion of
approaches
are prevented
from
becoming
statutorily
homeless

Larger
numbers of
households
accessing
good quality
private rented
accommodation

Monthly reports Minimised use
show that a
of B&B
verage stay in
B&B is 7 days
or less

Increase in
proportion of
homelessness
prevention
figures being
recorded

Increased
numbers of
PSL lets.

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Within existing
resources

Within existing
resources

Within existing
resources
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AVBC to develop improved methods
to assess customer satisfaction and
customer service received including
monitoring homelessness interviews
and meeting customers

Conduct research into ‘hidden homeless’ cases, which include those of no
fixed address, care of addresses and
non-priority need cases. Create action
plan if necessary

Undertake internal review and develop
action plan using Gold Standard measures. Engage with peer review, submit
application for assessment

8. High levels of
customer
satisfaction with
homelessness
service received

9. Understanding
who the ‘hidden
homeless’ are to
increase awareness of what support and provision
may be needed.

10. To improve
the homelessness
service in line with
the ‘Gold
Standard’
criterion

AVBC,
FHL,
DHOG
partners.
4P’s.

AVBC

AVBC,
FHL

Review cases of repeat homelessness AVBC,
in order to understand the causes and FHL
potentially develop an action plan

7. Increase
understanding
of the causes of
repeat
homelessness in
order to minimise
the number of
households who
experience it in
the future

Service
assessed and
recommended
improvements
made.

Research
carried out,
findings
reported.

AVBC carrying
out customer
service and
satisfaction
monitoring

Cases reviewed and
action plan
developed if
appropriate.

Improved
service in line
with
government
Gold Standard
criterion

A thorough
understanding
of the hidden
homeless in
Amber Valley.

Thorough
understanding
of customer
service being
provided in
order to allow
continual
improvements
as necessary

Internal review
Oct 2015, peer
review Feb
2016,
improvement
plans
completed and
implemented
September
2016.

August 2016

January 2016

Service
July 2016
provided which
understands
the causes of
repeat
homelessness
and is able
to reduce the
risks of it in the
future

Within existing
resources

Within existing
resources.

Within existing
resources

Within existing
resources
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AVBC

AVBC,
FHL

AVBC

Procure and deliver education programme for all Amber Valley secondary schools

12. Increase
young people’s
awareness on
homelessness
issues.

13. More efficient Move to record all homelessness
data
applications on Locata electronic data
recording systems system
for homelessness
applications to
allow enhanced
monitoring of
trends in
homelessness,
ensuring a more
responsive
service

14. Ensure
information is
available around
local
homelessness
services

Develop online directory of all
homelessness services in Amber Valley

AVBC,
DCC,
Futures,
SAFE,
Barnardos,
Ambition
East Midlands.

11. Clear pathway Develop pathway and protocol for care
for care leavers
leavers and young people with
and young
partners.
people in relation
to homelessness
services.

An online
directory has
been created,
and
periodically
updated

All homelessness
applications
recorded on
Locata

All year 11
students
attended
schools
programme on
homelessness

Protocols
implemented
and working
successfully

Within existing
resources
Amber Valley
residents are
able to easily
access information relating
to homelessness.

Commence
October 2015

Resources
made available
through HDG

Within existing
resources

September
2015

Within existing
resources

More efficient
October 2015
data recording
and reporting
leading to more
successful
service

Young people
have greater
awareness
of the issues
around
homelessness

Clear pathways December
for all young
2015
people.
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15. Ensure that
rough sleeping in
Amber Valley is
kept to a
minimum

Support No Second Night Out service AVBC,
in Amber Valley, in order to engage
NSNO,
rough sleepers and assist them into
FHL
accommodation. Closely monitor numbers of rough sleepers

Quarterly
reports
demonstrate
numbers seen
by NSNO and
outcomes for
the service
user

Services
successfully
engage with
rough sleepers
quickly to
assist them
into accommodation

Ongoing

Service funded
through
Single
Homeless
Funding
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